
Okuma Ceymar HD Spinning Reel

Okuma
Product number: OKU-CHD

Okuma's new Ceymar HD spinning reels are 
lightweight and feature-packed.

68,99 € * 68,99 €

Okuma Ceymar HD spinning reel: The perfect companion for 
anglers in fresh and salt water

The Okuma Ceymar HD spinning reel - a milestone in fishing technology, offers superior performance 
and durability for anglers in fresh and saltwater environments. This reel sets new standards for anglers who 
value quality and versatility.

Versatility and adaptability

The Okuma Ceymar HD is ideal for a variety of fishing methods, from light spinning to heavy jigging. It is 
perfect for catching perch, zander, pike and other predatory fish in fresh water as well as for sea fishing for 
cod and mackerel.

Robustness for any environment

This spinning reel is specially designed for use in harsh fishing environments. Its corrosion-resistant graphite 
body effectively withstands the elements, whether in salty seawater or freshwater. The innovative Gearing 
Stabilisation Design ensures optimum alignment and smooth operation.

State-of-the-art equipment and materials

HDG-II (High-Density Gearing II): For improved performance and efficiency.
EFR-II: Uniform roller system with DLC coating for smooth performance.
Flite Drive: Increases the efficiency of the drive.
Precision machine cut brass pinion gear: For power and durability.



Heavy duty, solid aluminum bail wire: For additional stability.
Lightweight aluminium handle: Optimises balance and handling.
Multi-disc felt brake system: For reliable braking power.
7+1 ball bearings: Ensure smooth handling.
Quick-Set anti-reverse roller bearing: For an improved fishing experience.

Flexible for left and right-handers

Another outstanding feature of the Okuma Ceymar HD is its adaptability for both left- and right-handed 
anglers. This flexibility makes it a universal choice for anglers of all orientations.

Improved handling and feel

The machined aluminium handle allows direct contact with the gear, reducing backlash and increasing 
precision when cranking. This spinning reel is not just a tool, but a faithful companion for every passionate 
angler.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=4a5a3c13f05543d7a612f4e9abbd7e21

